All sequences are available in the NCBI GenBank database (accession numbers KF359678-KF359765).

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Cyanobacteria form symbioses with many different types of organisms, and in terrestrial ecosystems *Nostoc* is the most common genus of symbiotic cyanobacteria. Symbiotic genotypes of *Nostoc* establish well-defined symbioses with a plethora of lichen-forming fungi \[[@pone.0131223.ref001],[@pone.0131223.ref002]\], some thalloid bryophytes \[[@pone.0131223.ref003],[@pone.0131223.ref004]\], all cycads \[[@pone.0131223.ref005],[@pone.0131223.ref006]\], and species of the angiosperm genus *Gunnera* \[[@pone.0131223.ref007]--[@pone.0131223.ref009]\]. Symbiotic *Nostoc* genotypes, or cyanobionts, can be assigned to two main groups. One clearly defined, monophyletic lineage includes *Nostoc* cyanobionts that are exclusively shared by a wide variety of lichen-forming Ascomycota that are collectively called the *Nephroma* guild. The other *Nostoc* cyanobionts represent a much more heterogeneous assemblage and do not constitute a monophyletic clade. This group includes cyanobionts of various cyanolichens, particularly *Peltigera* species, cyanobionts of plants, and many non-symbiotic *Nostoc* genotypes \[[@pone.0131223.ref010]--[@pone.0131223.ref015]\].

Group 1 introns are RNA enzymes that catalyze their own splicing \[[@pone.0131223.ref016]--[@pone.0131223.ref018]\]. The cyanobacterial group 1 tRNALeu (UAA) intron (*trnL*) interrupts the tRNA gene and is generally believed to be of ancient origin \[[@pone.0131223.ref019]\]. It is present in most cyanobacterial lineages as well as in the plastids of many eukaryotic algae and all green plants \[[@pone.0131223.ref020]--[@pone.0131223.ref022]\]. The intron is, however, missing from some modern cyanobacteria and its mosaic-like distribution has been explained by one acquisition and several subsequent losses \[[@pone.0131223.ref019]\].

The self-splicing ability of *trnL* is dependent on the RNA secondary structure consisting of highly conserved sequence regions \[[@pone.0131223.ref017],[@pone.0131223.ref018]\]. In addition, the intron contains more variable regions, like the P6b stem-loop and P9 region in the *trnL* intron of genus *Nostoc* \[[@pone.0131223.ref021]\]. The considerable sequence length variation observed in the *Nostoc trnL* P6b stem-loop is mainly caused by processes other than random mutations \[[@pone.0131223.ref021],[@pone.0131223.ref023]\]. The stem-structure of the stem-loop is always built upon one of two distinct repeat motifs: either the Class I repeat motif TDNGATT or the Class II motif NNTGAGT \[[@pone.0131223.ref021]\]. The distribution of these two motifs does not correspond precisely with the phylogeny of *Nostoc*, and a similar dichotomy of the same two repeat motifs has also been identified from *Calothrix*, another genus of Nostocalean cyanobacteria \[[@pone.0131223.ref024]\].

*Nostoc trnL* sequences with a Class I P6b region can be further divided into two groups on the basis of signature characters both in the P6b stem-loop and the more conserved parts of the intron \[[@pone.0131223.ref012],[@pone.0131223.ref024]\]. The clade of *Nephroma* guild lichen cyanobionts all have a Class I repeat motif, AATCTTC in the P6b central loop and a characteristic 71T in the P5b stem-loop. The sequence evolution of this group of *Nephroma*-type *Nostoc* cyanobionts is fairly well understood \[[@pone.0131223.ref023]\]. The lichen cyanobionts with Class I P6b regions that fall outside this clade do not share the above-mentioned signature characters \[[@pone.0131223.ref012],[@pone.0131223.ref024]\], and are collectively referred to as *Collema*-type *Nostoc* cyanobionts.

The phylogenetic classification of prokaryotes is largely based on the phylogeny of the small subunit ribosomal RNA, even though the 16S rRNA gene has been shown to be prone to horizontal gene transfer (discussed for example in \[[@pone.0131223.ref025],[@pone.0131223.ref026]\]). The 16S rRNA gene is routinely used in constructing phylogenies also in cyanobacteria \[[@pone.0131223.ref027]--[@pone.0131223.ref030]\]. As the *trnL* intron is easy to amplify and shows sufficient variability especially in the P6b region, it is widely utilized for DNA based identification of symbiotic *Nostoc* genotypes. In addition, the more conserved parts of the *trnL* intron have been used to construct phylogenies, often alongside the 16S rRNA gene, but also with other markers including the genes encoding the ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase (*rbcL*), homocitrate synthase (*nifV*), and RNA polymerase (*rpoC*), and/or the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) between the 16S and 23S rRNA genes (e.g. \[[@pone.0131223.ref031],[@pone.0131223.ref032]\]).

In this study we clarify the evolution of the *trnL* P6b region in lichen-symbiotic *Nostoc*. We compare the congruence of the *trnL* intron, 16S rRNA gene, *rbcLX*, *nifV1*, and *rpoC2*, and evaluate the aptitude of Saguaro, a recently published application for the genome-wide detection of distinct local relationship patterns \[[@pone.0131223.ref033]\], to detect the evolutionary patterns between and within genetic markers.

Material and Methods {#sec002}
====================

Taxon sampling and molecular markers {#sec003}
------------------------------------

The data was compiled to give an extensive representation of the variation of the 16S rRNA gene and *trnL* markers in lichen-symbiotic *Nostoc*. Our new sequence data represent lichen cyanobionts of 52 lichen taxa representing 11 different genera. This data was complemented with data acquired from the NCBI GenBank and the full data set contained 78 lichen symbiotic *Nostoc* genotypes. Three lichen-symbiotic genotypes of *Rhizonema* \[[@pone.0131223.ref034],[@pone.0131223.ref035]\] were used as outgroup in the phylogenetic analyses ([S1 Table](#pone.0131223.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Either fresh or dried lichen specimens were used for DNA extractions, and two genomic regions were sequenced for all specimens: the approximately 1,700 nt 16S rRNA gene and the 270--372 nt *trnL* intron. DNA isolation, amplification and sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene and *trnL* intron were performed following Fedrowitz *et al*. \[[@pone.0131223.ref015],[@pone.0131223.ref036]\]. Sequences were edited with Bioedit v7.0.9.0 \[[@pone.0131223.ref037]\] or PhyDE v1.0 \[[@pone.0131223.ref038]\] and primer sequences were eliminated. All sequences were submitted to GenBank, and accession numbers are listed in [S1 Table](#pone.0131223.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} together with corresponding voucher information. The collection permits for the fresh material were issued by Special Forest Products Coordinator John Poet, USDA Forest Service, and Medford District Manager Mary Smelcer, U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management, for Oregon, and Forest Officer Julie K. Nelson, USDA Forest Service, and Natural Heritage Manager Carol Pehl, California Department of Parks and Recreation, for California localities.

In addition to the 16S rRNA gene--*trnL* sequence set, we included another data set comprised of four gene regions sequenced from lichen-symbiotic *Nostoc* \[[@pone.0131223.ref031]\]: *rbcLX* consisting of the *rbcX* and the intergenic spacer between *rbcL* and *rbcX*, *nifV1*, *rpoC2*, and *trnL*. All genotypes with data from all four genes in GenBank were included. After removing the P6b region from *trnL* sequences and the 74--158 nt long intron present in three *rbcLX* genotypes, all four genes were compiled into a single data set and duplicates removed resulting a data set of 21 unique *Nostoc* genotypes ([S2 Table](#pone.0131223.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Alignment and phylogenetic analyses {#sec004}
-----------------------------------

Alignment of the sequence data was performed manually in PhyDE v1.0, based on the criteria laid out by Kelchner \[[@pone.0131223.ref039]\]. As the P6b region does not always reflect true phylogenetic relationships in broad taxonomic studies \[[@pone.0131223.ref023],[@pone.0131223.ref024],[@pone.0131223.ref040],[@pone.0131223.ref041]\], this region was omitted from the phylogenetic analyses.

Bayesian analyses were performed with MrBayes v3.2.1 \[[@pone.0131223.ref042]\] first for the 16S rRNA gene and *trnL* separately, and then for the combined data set. To allow possible deviating substitution models for the different regions, the data set was divided in a partition of subsets according to the markers. The best fitting nucleotide substitution models were selected by jModelTest using Akaike and Bayesian information criteria \[[@pone.0131223.ref043]\]. For the 16S rRNA gene the General Time Reversible nucleotide substitution model \[[@pone.0131223.ref044]\] with Gamma distributed rate variation among sites and proportion of Invariable sites (GTR+Γ+I) was applied. For the *trnL* the GTR+Γ model was used. The *a priori* probabilities supplied were those specified in the default settings of the program. Posterior probability distributions of trees were calculated using the Metropolis-coupled Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMCMC) method and the search strategies suggested by Huelsenbeck *et al*. \[[@pone.0131223.ref045],[@pone.0131223.ref046]\]. Four runs with four chains (1 x 10^7^ generations each) were run simultaneously, with the temperature parameter set to 0.1 but otherwise with default settings. Chains were sampled every 1,000 generations and calculations of the consensus tree and of the posterior probability of clades were performed based upon the trees sampled after the generation 2,500,000. The convergence of the chains was confirmed with Tracer v1.5 \[[@pone.0131223.ref047]\].

Maximum likelihood (ML) analyses were performed with Garli v2.0 \[[@pone.0131223.ref048]\]. For the 16S rRNA gene--*trnL* data set ML analyses with 500 replicates were run with default settings. Bootstrap (BS) analysis was performed with 10,000 BS replicates. All analyses of the 16S rRNA gene--*trnL* data set with MrBayes and Garli were performed on Bioportal \[[@pone.0131223.ref049]\].

For the combined data set of *rbcLX*, *nifV1*, *rpoC2*, and *trnL*, the ML analyses were performed on CIPRES Science Gateway \[[@pone.0131223.ref050]\]. The data set was divided in a partition of subsets according to the boundaries of the combined genes. Two times eight search replicates were run using GTR model for all regions. The BS analyses were performed with 100 BS replicates. The results of the BS analyses were summarized using SumTrees v3.3.1 \[[@pone.0131223.ref051]\] and all the trees were visualized using TreeGraph2 \[[@pone.0131223.ref052]\] and edited manually.

Ancestral character state reconstruction {#sec005}
----------------------------------------

The evolutionary history of the Class II and *Collema*-type Class I *trnL* P6b regions was reconstructed by determining the posterior probability for their occurrence in the ancestral species. The Markov chain model implemented in BayesTraits v1.0 \[[@pone.0131223.ref053]\] was used to estimate the posterior probability distributions of ancestral states at selected nodes of the Bayesian 16S rRNA gene--*trnL* tree. For the analysis the presence of Class II *trnL* p6b region was set as one state of character and Class I (*Collema*- and *Nephroma*-types) as another. A set of 600 best trees found by MrBayes was used and the three outgroup species were pruned from the trees using R v3.0.0 package APE \[[@pone.0131223.ref054],[@pone.0131223.ref055]\]. The rate at which parameters get changed ('ratedev') was tested and set to 2.75 so that the acceptance rate of the proposed changes ranged between 20 and 40%. A uniform distribution with a range of 0--100 was used as prior. Rate coefficients and ancestral character states were sampled every 1,000 generations to ensure independence from successive samplings. The chain was run for 5,050,000 generations. In order to circumvent issues associated with the fact that not all of the trees necessarily contain the internal nodes of interest, reconstructions were performed using a 'most recent common ancestor' approach. The approach identifies the most recent common ancestor to a group of species and reconstructs the state at the node for each tree and then combines this information across trees \[[@pone.0131223.ref053]\].

Haplotype networks and secondary reconstruction of the *trnL* P6b regions {#sec006}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The haplotype network was calculated with Network v4.6.0.0 \[[@pone.0131223.ref056]\] using median-joining and the resulting network was edited manually. The network was calculated for the *Collema*-type *trnL* P6b regions to illustrate the sequence similarity of the regions. The constructed network and the results of the phylogenetic analysis were used to formulate a hypothesis about the sequence evolution in the *Collema*-type P6b regions.

Secondary structure reconstructions of the *Collema*-type and Class II *trnL* P6b regions were calculated from the RNA equivalent of a DNA sequence with NUPACK \[[@pone.0131223.ref057]--[@pone.0131223.ref059]\] using the NUPACK web server \[[@pone.0131223.ref060]\]. The folding temperature was set in 20°C.

Saguaro analyses {#sec007}
----------------

To further elucidate the congruence between and within different markers we used the software Saguaro \[[@pone.0131223.ref033]\]. By combining Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with a Self-Organising Map (SOM), Saguaro compares sections within the alignment, detects sections with separate phylogenies, and gives an estimation of relations of the separate sections. The analysis results provide 'cacti', which are distance matrices representing a topology supported by one or several alignment segments. If the alignment includes incongruent regions, in other words alignment segments with sufficient support for dissimilar topologies, the analysis results several cacti. In addition to cacti, the analysis produces a topology reflecting the similarity of the different cacti. Saguaro analyses were run for forty iterations with default settings except for skipping positions in which all calls are identical. Separate analyses were run for the 16SrRNA gene--*trnL* and the *rbcLX*--*nifV1*--*rpoC2*--*trnL* data sets.

Based on the Saguaro analyses, additional phylogenetic analyses were performed. The 16S rRNA gene and *trnL* segments supporting the two most supported Saguaro topologies (cacti 39 and 2) were analyzed by Bayesian methods first separately and then together. For the combined *rbcLX*--*nifV1*--*rpoC2*--*trnL* data set, segments supporting all three supported Saguaro topologies (cacti 1, 3, and 34) were analyzed separately using ML. The analyses were done in the same manner as described for the corresponding complete gene regions, but two times 50 ML search replicates were run for the Saguaro segments of the *rbcLX*--*nifV1*--*rpoC2*--*trnL* data set.

Recombination tests {#sec008}
-------------------

To detect potentially conflicting phylogenetic signals in the gene regions, parsimony split analyses using SplitsTree4 \[[@pone.0131223.ref061]\] were performed. As implemented in the program, a Pairwise Homoplasy Index (PHI) \[[@pone.0131223.ref062]\] was calculated to test for the role of past recombination in generating allelic variation. In addition, the Genetic Algorithm Recombination Detection (GARD) approach with β-Γ rate distribution was used to further evaluate recombination and identify recombination breakpoints for each gene \[[@pone.0131223.ref063]\]. The GARD analyses were run on Datamonkey webserver (<http://www.datamonkey.org/GARD>) \[[@pone.0131223.ref064]\]. All data sets ([S3 Table](#pone.0131223.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were first analyzed with the model selection tool to define the correct nucleotide substitution bias model for the GARD analysis. GARD tests for the 16S rRNA gene were performed with and without outgroup sequences. Because of the webserver time limit for each analysis, the 16S rRNA gene analyses stopped before reaching convergence. For this reason the analyses were also performed with reduced taxon sampling. In the end, we were able to successfully run the complete analyses with 15 sequences including an outgroup and with 16 sequences without an outgroup ([S3 Table](#pone.0131223.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). With the reduced 16S rRNA gene data set and the complete *trnL* data set the analysis was also run with rate classes set to five. GARD test for the trnL gene was performed for all sequences together without the P6b region and in addition including the P6b region for four different sequence sets: sequences with Class II repeat motifs, sequences with *Collema*-type Class I repeat motifs, sequences with *Nephroma*-type Class I repeat motifs, and all sequences with Class I, *Nephroma*- or *Collema*-type repeat motifs. For the sequences from the *rbcLX*--*nifV1*--*rpoC2*--*trnL* data set the recombination tests were performed separately for four different regions: for *rbcLX* with and without the long insert in the intergenic spacer region, for *nifV1*, and for *rpoC*2.

Results {#sec009}
=======

The alignment and phylogenetic analyses of the genetic regions {#sec010}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The length of the 16S rRNA gene--*trnL* alignment was 1680 nt of which 1477 nt were 16S rRNA gene and 203 nt *trnL* (P6b region excluded). The alignment included 148 variable positions in the 16S rRNA gene and 41 in the *trnL* region. The full sequence set of 78 *Nostoc* genotypes contained 61 variable 16S rRNA gene and 71 (P6b region included) *trnL* sequences. The differences include both single nucleotide polymorphism and length variation. Of the 78 *Nostoc trnL* sequences included in this study, 34 had a *Peltigera* Class II type P6b region (33 different genotypes), 22 had a *Collema* Class I type P6b region (20 different genotypes), and 22 had a *Nephroma* Class I type P6b region (18 different genotypes).

The separate Bayesian analyses of the 16S rRNA gene and *trnL* sequences resulted in trees with relatively poor resolution ([S1 Fig](#pone.0131223.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Visual comparison of the resolved parts of the trees revealed very little conflict between the two loci on the inspection threshold of Posterior Probability (PP) 0.8. In addition, when the regions were combined for Bayesian analysis, it resulted in a tree with higher resolution and more supported clades than either of the two individual analyses. This suggested that the phylogenetic signals from the 16S rRNA gene and *trnL* are not in conflict, and the combined data set could be subjected for further analyses. The Bayesian analysis of the combined 16S rRNA gene--*trnL* data set identified altogether 30 well supported (PP ≥ 0.95) clades among the lichen-symbiotic *Nostoc* ([Fig 1](#pone.0131223.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The ML analysis found the best tree with identical topologies 22 times, and the topology was mostly congruent with the final tree obtained by Bayesian analysis. The crown group of the Bayesian tree consisted of the *Nostoc* cyanobionts of *Nephroma* guild lichens that have *Nephroma*-type Class I *trnL* P6b regions (PP 1 / BS 87). Conversely, the *Nostoc* cyanobionts with *Collema*-type P6b regions are dispersed over ten different clades, and frequently occur mixed with *Nostoc* genotypes with Class II P6b regions.

![Phylogenetic relationships of the selected lichen cyanobionts.\
The phylogeny is based on 16S rRNA gene and *trnL* intron sequences (P6b region omitted). The posterior probability values (PP) equal or greater than 0.75 and bootstrap values (BS) equal or greater than 75 are shown on branches (just PP or PP/BS). Thick branches have PP equal or greater than 0.95. Specimens having a Class II-type *trnL* P6b region are marked black, a *Collema*-type Class I P6b region red, and a *Nephroma*-type Class I P6b region white on red background.](pone.0131223.g001){#pone.0131223.g001}

In the ML analyses of the *rbcLX*--*nifV1*--*rpoC2*--*trnL* data set, the same best tree topology was found in eight of the altogether 16 runs ([S2A Fig](#pone.0131223.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The analysis found seven well supported (BS ≥ 90) groups, of which one was formed by the two included *Nephroma*-type *Nostoc* cyanobionts (BS 100). The 14 *Nostoc* genotypes with *Collema-*type *trnL* P6b regions were divided into two strongly supported groups separated by a clade including the five *Nostoc* genotypes with Class II *trnL* P6b regions.

Ancestral character state analysis and haplotype networks {#sec011}
---------------------------------------------------------

The ancestral character reconstruction analysis estimates that the probability of the common ancestor of the *Nostoc* clade having a Class II p6b region is more than 99% ([Fig 2](#pone.0131223.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The probability of the other analyzed ancestral nodes having a Class II P6b region varied from 93 to over 99%, except for the final 17th node. The 17th node is the common ancestor of the *Nephroma* guild *Nostoc* cyanobionts with *Nephroma*-type Class I P6b regions and their sister group with *Collema*-type *Nostoc* P6b regions, and it was the most probable analyzed ancestor with a Class I P6b region with a probability of 79%.

![*trnL* P6b region ancestral character state reconstruction.\
A cladogram from the bayesian analysis of the combined 16S rRNA gene--*trnL* data set with reconstructed ancestral character states for the *trnL* P6b region. Black specimens have a Class II and red specimens *Collema*-type Class I *trnL* P6b region. The pie charts show the probability of the presence of Class II (white) or Class I (*Collema* and *Nephroma* types; red) *trnL* P6b region for the ancestral nodes. The clade formed by the cyanobionts of *Nephroma* guild lichens has been collapsed to a single branch for the figure.](pone.0131223.g002){#pone.0131223.g002}

The single nucleotide similarity based relations between the *Collema*-type *Nostoc trnL* P6b regions do not follow the phylogenetic reconstruction of the group ([Fig 3A](#pone.0131223.g003){ref-type="fig"}). However, if each indel event is only counted as one change and the haplotype network modified according to the obtained phylogeny, a simpler network is obtained ([Fig 3B](#pone.0131223.g003){ref-type="fig"}): the latter network is 15 changes shorter (altogether 40 changes) than the network constructed by the program (altogether 55 changes). The only major change seen in the latter network is represented by the long branch between *Nostoc* sequence 16 and the rest of the *Peltigera aphthosa* group *Nostoc* sequences (13--15).

![Haplotype networks showing the differences in the *Collema*-type *trnL* P6b regions.\
(A) Haplotype network constructed from the *Collema*-type *trnL* P6b regions with the program Network. (B) Haplotype network modified to reflect the possible evolutionary events in the *Collema*-type P6b region. One sequence from each clade present in the phylogenetic tree ([Fig 1](#pone.0131223.g001){ref-type="fig"}) was put together with the program Network (grey background and connecting lines). These connections reflect the overall similarity of the sequences and the different P6b types are probably results of independent adoption events. The rest of the P6b sequences were connected to their above mentioned phylogenetic relatives with the least amount of changes (black lines; each indel event or single nucleotide mutation equals one change), and the probable actual indel events and single nucleotide mutations are also marked with black.](pone.0131223.g003){#pone.0131223.g003}

*trnL* P6b region secondary structure reconstruction analyses {#sec012}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The Class I P6b regions of *Collema*-type *Nostoc trnL* genotypes are more variable in length (varying from 50 to 126 nt) and both by calculated free energies of the whole P6b structure (from -53.25 to -18.70 kcal/mol) and by calculated free energy per nucleotide (from -0.426 to -0.274 kcal/mol) than the *Nostoc trnL* genotypes with Class II P6b regions (with corresponding values of 52--83 nt, -39.44...-22.04 kcal/mol, and -0.460...-0.323 kcal/mol/nt, respectively; [S4 Table](#pone.0131223.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition to being more variable, the *Collema*-type P6b structure is also less stable when the free energy is calculated per nucleotide (average -0.35 in *Collema-*type and -0.40 in Class II).

If the phylogenetic groups that have *Collema*-type P6b regions are inspected individually, adding an insertion normally lowers the overall free energy, also when calculated per nucleotide, hence stabilizing the structure ([Fig 4](#pone.0131223.g004){ref-type="fig"}, [S4 Table](#pone.0131223.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Also, most of the indel events happen in the same position of the folded structure causing an emergence of a side stem-loop structure(s) ([Fig 4](#pone.0131223.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Only in the *Peltigera aphthosa* group (sequences 13--16) the indel events have happened in different parts of the structure and included two separate 14 nt insertions of the basic Class I repeat motif, this resulting in a long stem-structure without side stem-loops ([Fig 5](#pone.0131223.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Insertions leading to side-pin structures in the secondary structure reconstruction of the *Collema*-type P6b regions.\
The folding of the P6b region sequences of specimens (A) 31 and 32, (B) 30, (C) 11, (D) 12, (E) 52 and 54, (F) 56, (G) 53, and (H) 55 were folded with NUPACK at 20°C. The color of each position reflects the stability of the structure, dark red being the most stable, and beneath is the calculated Gibbs free energy (ΔG) for each structure. Black arrow in (A), (C), and (E) show the position of the insertion leading to the structures shown in (B), (D), (G), and (H), respectively.](pone.0131223.g004){#pone.0131223.g004}

![Secondary structure reconstruction of the *Collema*-type P6b regions 5 and 13--15 and 16.\
The folding of the P6b region sequences of specimens (A) 5 and 13--15, and (B) 16 were folded with NUPACK at 20°C. Beneath each structure is the calculated Gibbs free energy (ΔG). Color of each position reflects the stability of the structure, dark red being the most stable. The blue arrows in (B) show the single nucleotide polymorphism present in the analyzed data (bigger arrow indicates three possible character states and the smaller two).](pone.0131223.g005){#pone.0131223.g005}

In Class II P6b regions only one insertion causes the formation of a side stem-loop ([Fig 6A](#pone.0131223.g006){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, three indel combinations involving different numbers of the basic Class II repeat motifs cause length variation in the basic stem-structure without side stem-loops (Fig [6B](#pone.0131223.g006){ref-type="fig"}--[6E](#pone.0131223.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Two of the three indel types include events in both sides of the stem implying two separate indel events (Fig [6B](#pone.0131223.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [6D](#pone.0131223.g006){ref-type="fig"}), and one has only lost or gained one seven nucleotide repeat on the one side of the stem, resulting in a large head loop ([Fig 6D](#pone.0131223.g006){ref-type="fig"}).

![Secondary structure reconstruction of the Class II P6b regions.\
The folding of the P6b region sequences of specimens (A) 2, (B) 17, (C) 23, (D) 25, and (E) 27 were folded with NUPACK at 20°C. Beneath each structure is the calculated Gibbs free energy (ΔG). Color of each position reflects the stability of the structure, dark red being the most stable. The blue arrows in (C) show the single nucleotide polymorphism present in the analyzed data (bigger arrow indicates three possible character states and the smaller two) and the black arrow in (C) points the position of the insertion resulting in a side stem-loop structure shown in (A).](pone.0131223.g006){#pone.0131223.g006}

When the single nucleotide differences are compared, the alignment of Class II P6b regions include altogether 33 variable single nucleotide positions ([Fig 6C](#pone.0131223.g006){ref-type="fig"}), while the *Collema*-type P6b regions include only 19 ([Fig 5B](#pone.0131223.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Of these variable positions eleven (58%) in the *Collema*-type sequences and 26 (79%) in the Class II sequences are situated in the unpairing loop regions of the structures.

Saguaro analyses and phylogenetic analyses based on Saguaro segments {#sec013}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Saguaro analysis of the 16S rRNA gene and *trnL* identified seven different cacti supported by the data set. The alignment segments supporting the cacti included 164 of the 189 variable nucleotide positions present in the alignment ([Fig 7](#pone.0131223.g007){ref-type="fig"}). The most supported topology, cactus 39, was supported by 11 separate alignment segments. These segments included 71 variable positions in the 16S rDNA and 30 variable positions in the *trnL* region, covering 48 and 73% of all variable nucleotide positions of the regions, respectively. Also the second most supported topology, cactus 2, was supported by alignment segments present in both 16S rRNA gene and *trnL* regions, including altogether 38 variable positions distributed among nine separate segments. The remaining five cacti were all supported by less than ten variable nucleotide positions, and all these within the 16S rRNA gene.

![The results of the 16S rRNA gene--*trnL* Saguaro analysis.\
(A) Segments supporting different topologies mapped on the analyzed 16S rRNA and *trnL* genes. Each color represents a different topology (cactus). The narrower gray areas include the positions that did not support any of the filtered cacti. The red arrows point the positions of the recombination breakpoints detected in 16S rRNA gene. (B) Two the most supported topologies, cacti 39 and 2. (C) Relations between the different topologies. Following each name is the number of variable nucleotides supporting the topology.](pone.0131223.g007){#pone.0131223.g007}

The topology reflecting the topological similarities of the detected cacti divided the seven cacti into three different clades ([Fig 7C](#pone.0131223.g007){ref-type="fig"}). One clade was formed by the most supported topology cactus 39 alone, the second by the second most supported topology cactus 2 together with three other cacti, and the third by two cacti supported by altogether 12 variable positions. The most supported topologies cacti 39 and 2 have several differences ([Fig 7B](#pone.0131223.g007){ref-type="fig"}): cactus 39 mainly distinguishes the *Rhizonema* sequences (outgroup) from the *Nostoc* sequences (ingroup) while cactus 2 divides all the sequences into four groups, then also mixing in- and outgroup sequences.

The Bayesian trees constructed separately of the alignment segments supporting topologies cacti 39 and 2 included relatively few supported groups. They did not show drastic incongruence between the different regions, but only relatively minor differences in the placements of single taxa ([S3A](#pone.0131223.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3B](#pone.0131223.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Fig). Also the Bayesian trees show that the first topology mainly supports the division between out- and ingroup taxa and the second shows more variation within the ingroup. When the segments supporting these two topologies were analyzed together, Bayesian inference produced a tree with 27 strongly supported (PP ≥ 0.95) clades ([S3C Fig](#pone.0131223.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The tree includes some topological differences in comparison to the tree constructed of the whole gene regions ([Fig 1](#pone.0131223.g001){ref-type="fig"}), the most essential being the joining of the *Peltigera aphthosa* cyanobiont group (13--16) together with the gelatinous lichen cyanobionts (52--56) to form a strongly supported (PP = 0.99) sister clade to the *Nephroma* guild cyanobionts.

In the Saguaro analysis of the *rbcLX*--*nifV1*--*rpoC2*--*trnL* data set, three separate supported topologies were detected, of which two, cacti 1 and 3, were by far the most strongly supported ([Fig 8](#pone.0131223.g008){ref-type="fig"}). The third topology, cactus 34, was only supported by six variable positions in the intergenic spacer region of the *rbcLX*. The topologies produced by Saguaro did not show any conflict between the most supported cacti 1 and 3, but also very little resolution. When separate ML trees were constructed from the segments supporting the different topologies, all three trees showed some topological incongruence between the segments supporting different cacti and noticeably more resolution than the topologies provided by Saguaro ([S2B](#pone.0131223.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S2D](#pone.0131223.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Fig).

![The results of the *rbcLX*--*nifV1*--*rpoC2*--*trnL* Saguaro analysis.\
(A) Segments supporting different topologies mapped on the analyzed genes. Each color represents a different topology (cactus). The narrower gray areas include the positions that did not support any of the filtered cacti. The red arrow points the position of the recombination breakpoint detected in *rbcLX*. (B) Relations between the different topologies. Following each name is the number of variable nucleotides supporting the topology. (C) The two most supported topologies.](pone.0131223.g008){#pone.0131223.g008}

Recombination analyses {#sec014}
----------------------

For the *trnL* sequences, the PHI test did not find statistically significant evidence for recombination ([S3 Table](#pone.0131223.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Recombination was neither detected from the conserved parts of the *trnL* when all the sequences were tested together with the outgroup taxa nor when the P6b region was included in different sets of sequences.

With the 16S rRNA gene, the PHI test indicated a significant degree of recombination (p-value 0.0 with and without outgroup; [S3 Table](#pone.0131223.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, the GARD approach confirmed the existence of significant recombination in 16S rRNA gene as several recombination breakpoints with significant topological incongruence between the segments were found ([S3 Table](#pone.0131223.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Analysis of a reduced data set of 17 sequences detected four recombination breakpoints even though the analysis did not reach convergence because of the server time limit ([Fig 7](#pone.0131223.g007){ref-type="fig"}). It is possible that if the analysis had continued, more breakpoints would have been detected and their exact positions might have changed.

The PHI test detected recombination also from the *rbcLX* (p-value 3.7E-5 with the insert and 2.0E-4 without), *nifV1* (p-value 5.5E-4), and *rpoC2* (p-value 0.04; [S3 Table](#pone.0131223.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, GARD analysis did not detect recombination breakpoints from any other region than *rbcLX* when analyzed with the insertion ([S3 Table](#pone.0131223.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Fig 8](#pone.0131223.g008){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion {#sec015}
==========

The evolution of the *trnL* P6b region in lichen-symbiotic *Nostoc* {#sec016}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Visualization of the distribution of the different *trnL* P6b region types in lichen-symbiotic *Nostoc* shows that the Class I P6b regions mainly occur in scattered groups of a few genotypes, with the exception of the large crown group of the phylogenetic tree (taxa 52--78, [Fig 1](#pone.0131223.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The crown group is formed by two well supported sister clades of *Nostoc* cyanobionts, which all harbour Class I *trnL* P6b regions. Based on the phylogeny, the lichen cyanobionts with *Nephroma*-type Class I *trnL* P6b regions clearly represent their own monophyletic lineage, as has been suggested by the results of several previous studies (e.g. \[[@pone.0131223.ref008],[@pone.0131223.ref024],[@pone.0131223.ref031],[@pone.0131223.ref065],[@pone.0131223.ref066]\]). The results also confirm that the *Nephroma* and *Collema*-type Class I *trnL* sequences can reliably be distinguished based on the characteristic sequence patterns mentioned in the introduction. However, the defining difference in the P6b central loop sequence, introduced as AATCTTC for the *Nephroma*-type, seems to be only the second character. In the light of the new results, the *Nephroma*-type loop varies as A**A**(T/-)TCTTY and *Collema*-type loop as W**G**(-)TBTWH.

The results of the ancestral character reconstruction of the Class I and II *trnL* P6b regions show that the scattered distribution of the *Collema* type Class I P6b regions is a consequence of several independent replacements of the Class II P6b region with a Class I region ([Fig 2](#pone.0131223.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Also, even though the ML tree constructed of the *rbcLX*, *nifV1*, *rpoC2*, and *trnL* gene regions is considerably smaller and lacks resolution in some parts, it shows a well supported division of the *Nostoc* genotypes with *Collema*-type *trnL* P6b regions, pointing towards the independent origin of the regions ([S2A Fig](#pone.0131223.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The ancestral character state analysis also suggests that the replacement has always been unidirectional. Since the *Collema* type Class I P6b region has repeatedly replaced the Class II type P6b region in different *Nostoc* lineages, and the *Nephroma* type Class I P6b regions are not found outside the monophyletic group of *Nephroma* guild *Nostoc* cyanobionts, the evolutionary changes from a *Collema* type P6b region to a *Nephroma* type P6b region appears to only have occurred once.

The repeated unidirectional replacements of Class II type P6b regions with Class I type P6b regions suggest that some structural features of Class II P6b regions increase the likelihood of such substitutions. This structural tendency may be reflected in the above average free energies of the Class II P6b secondary structures in several phylogenetic groups with *Collema-type* P6b regions (genotypes 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, and 17; [S4 Table](#pone.0131223.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition to the replacements of Class II P6b region with Class I, also replacements of one *Collema*-type P6b region with another are probable: The most parsimonious explanation for the two different *Collema*-type P6b regions present in the monophyletic *Peltigera aphthosa* group (13--16) is the replacement of the entire P6b region, and not by several indel and single nucleotide mutation events within the region. If the phylogenetic reconstruction based only on the more generally supported segments of the 16S rRNA gene--*trnL* alignment is believed to be more trustworthy ([S3 Fig](#pone.0131223.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), at least three independent replacements have occurred within the group including cyanobionts 13--16 and 52--56, most probably between different *Collema*-type P6b regions. Thus, if mobile elements were to exist in the P6b regions of lichen-symbiotic *Nostoc* genotypes, they should most likely be found from *Collema*-type sequences.

While the nucleotide sequence of the P6b stem-loop in Class II and Class I types is very different the secondary structure is quite similar. The most important feature defining the similar structure are the two seven nucleotide repeat motifs that ensure the correct pairing and sufficient stability. While the evolutionary origins of the complementary repeat classes are not known, the presence of only one of the two repeat motifs in *Nostoc* genotypes suggests that both motifs can fulfil the same functional role. From this perspective, it is interesting that the insertions causing the side stem-loop structure tend to occur in the same position in both *Collema*-type Class I and in Class II P6b regions. The secondary structure reconstructions of the different P6b regions show, that Class II P6b regions are generally more stable and include less length variation than the *Collema*-type P6b regions. The phylogenetic reconstruction also suggests, that within lineages with *Collema*-type *trnL* P6b regions, the number of repeats is a conserved character inherited from the common ancestral P6b region of each phylogenetic group. As a whole, the Class II P6b regions include much more single nucleotide variation than the *Collema*-type P6b regions and of this variation the major part is found in the unpaired regions of the stem-loop structure, minimizing its effect on structural stability. According to the neutral theory of molecular evolution \[[@pone.0131223.ref067]\], the mutations in the unpaired loop regions could perhaps be used as relative molecular clocks, providing independent evidence for the ancestry of Class II P6b regions. It is also feasible that the ancestral Class II P6b structures have evolved to relatively stable states through time, while the derived *Collema*-type P6b regions are still in the process of balancing between the stabilizing benefits of long side stem-loop insertions and the costs of maintaining such structures.

Saguaro and congruence of the markers {#sec017}
-------------------------------------

We tested the suitability of the program Saguaro \[[@pone.0131223.ref033]\] to detect evolutionary patterns between and within genetic markers. In both separate data sets, Saguaro detected that all tested markers supported more than one incongruent topologies. The results were confirmed by other analyses: Recombination breakpoints were detected from the 16S rRNA gene and from the *rbcLX*. The Bayesian and ML trees constructed from the alignment segments supporting each topology also indeed proved to be incongruent, even though they partly differed from the cacti produced by Saguaro using a fast neighbour-joining method.

The recombination breakpoints detected in the 16S rRNA gene do not separate the segments supporting the two most supported topologies cactus 39 and cactus 2, but are situated between the segments supporting other topologies. The segments situated closely together in the beginning of 16S rRNA gene supporting cacti 31 and 36, the only segment supporting cactus 27, the second segment supporting cactus 31, the only segment supporting cactus 40, and the only segment supporting cactus 26 are all separated by recombination breakpoints. On the other hand, almost all such parts include segments supporting both cactus 39 and cactus 2. This implies that there may not be much incongruence between the two topologies. However, it must be kept in mind that as the GARD analysis for the whole 16S rRNA gene sequence set could not finish, the gene region may potentially include even more recombination breakpoints. The position of the detected *rbcLX* breakpoint almost coincides with the end of the only segment supporting topology cactus 34 in the Saguaro analysis and it is in the close proximity of the end of the intergenic spacer. There are also other reports of recombination from this position in *Nostoc* \[[@pone.0131223.ref028]\].

Generally, incongruence was mostly detected within genetic markers rather than between the different genetic regions. The conserved parts of the *trnL* sequences did not include phylogenetic signals that were not present in the other tested markers, 16S rRNA gene, *rbcLX*, *nifV1*, and *rpoC2*. Also, no recombination was detected from the *trnL*, even when different combinations of sequences with the P6b region were analyzed. However, the *trnL* gene region is very short and this may hamper the detection of conflicting signals. 16S rRNA gene, on the other hand, included segments supporting several incongruent topologies separated also by recombination breakpoints. Most of the incongruence seems to concentrate in short alignment segments including only a few variable nucleotides, and the vast majority of the variation present is in congruence with the conserved parts of the *trnL*. Previously, when the congruence of 16S rRNA gene and other genetic markers have been evaluated, *rpoC1*, *hetR*, *rbcLX* have been found to be incongruent with 16S rRNA gene \[[@pone.0131223.ref028]\]. However, the comparison was made based on gene tree topologies, and no further analysis of the reason of the incongruence was made. Here, *rbcLX*, *nifV1*, and *rpoC2* were mostly mutually congruent and also congruent with *trnL*. Also these markers included segments supporting two different topologies, but such segments were present in all three markers. Only the intergenic spacer in the beginning of *rbcLX* supported a topology not supported by other parts of the gene regions. It was also separated by a recombination breakpoint and perhaps should therefore be omitted from phylogenetic analyses.

The 16S rRNA gene has been widely used in constructing cyanobacterial phylogenies. However, in our study of lichen-symbiotic *Nostoc* the 16S rRNA gene data alone could not produce a well-supported and resolved phylogenetic tree. The phylogenetic trees inferred from the 16S rRNA gene have often lacked resolution and been weakly supported also in previous studies. This ambiguity is most probably caused by the conflicting signals resulting from several recombination events, even though the conflicting alignment segments seem to be very short, comprising only a few variable nucleotides each. Many studies have found evidence of recombination events in different cyanobacterial genes \[[@pone.0131223.ref028],[@pone.0131223.ref068]--[@pone.0131223.ref070]\] and the bacterial 16S rRNA gene in general has been shown to be prone to horizontal gene transfer \[[@pone.0131223.ref025],[@pone.0131223.ref026]\]. The various 16S rRNA gene alignment segments supporting variable topologies and the amount of detected recombination breakpoints inside the phylogenetically relatively closely related taxa suggests that horizontal gene transfer may be relatively common in this group of cyanobacteria.

Conclusions {#sec018}
===========

Our results confirm the monophyly of the *Nephroma* guild cyanobionts with *Nephroma* type Class I P6b regions, the polyphyly of *Nostoc* cyanobionts with *Collema* type Class I P6b regions, and the clear phylogenetic distinction between these two groups. The sporadic distribution of the *trnL* P6b region types Class I and II in the lichen-symbiotic *Nostoc* is explained by several independent replacements of Class II P6b region with a Class I region. The ancestry of Class II P6b region is also supported by the total and relative amounts of the single nucleotide mutations in the more neutral, unpaired loop regions of the stem-loop secondary structure.

The 16S rRNA gene was shown to contain several recombination breakpoints and segments supporting variable phylogenetic topologies. Also other gene regions commonly used in constructing cyanobacterial phylogenies contained signs of possible horizontal gene transfer. When examining the congruence of genetic regions, trees based on the separate markers only show the possible presence of incongruence. This can lead to misjudgments, since, like in both data sets analyzed here, a lot of incongruence seems to occur within individual marker regions. In our study Saguaro proved to be a valuable tool for clarifying incongruence. In addition to recognizing conflicting signals, it helped to pinpoint the incongruent regions that need to be identified prior to phylogenetic analyses. In general, the amount of detected incongruence especially in the 16S rRNA gene and the very complex evolution of the *trnL* P6b region, emphasize the importance of such protocols, and suggests that horizontal transfer of genetic material have had a great influence in evolution also in the lichen-symbiotic *Nostoc*.

Supporting Information {#sec019}
======================

###### Separate Bayesian trees of 16S rRNA gene and *trnL*.

Bayesian trees constructed of the 16S rRNA gene (left) and *trnL* (without the P6b region; right) for the visual inspection of the congruence of the markers. The nodes have been collapsed to a threshold of PP \> 0.8.

(EPS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Maximum likelihood (ML) trees constructed of *rbcLX*, *nifV1 rpoC2*, and *trnL* sequences.

\(A\) ML tree constructed of all four gene regions excluding only the long introns in the beginning of *rbcLX* and the P6b region in *trnL*. Numbers in parenthesis after the accession number refer to specimens in our material having an identical *trnL* sequence (including P6b region). ML trees constructed of the alignment segments supporting topology (B) cactus 1 (the best tree was found once in hundred search replicates), (C) cactus 3 (the best tree was found four times in hundred search replicates), and (D) cactus 34 (the best tree was found once in hundred search replicates) in the Saguaro analysis. In all trees nodes with bootstrap BS support less than 50 have been collapsed. BS values equal or greater than 75 are shown on branches, and thick branches have BS equal or greater than 90. Specimens having a Class II-type *trnL* P6b region are marked black, a *Collema*-type Class I P6b region red, and a *Nephroma*-type Class I P6b region white on red background. The shown GenBank accession numbers belong to the *rbcLX* gene.

(EPS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Bayesian trees constructed from 16S rRNA gene and *trnL* segments supporting different topologies in the Saguaro analysis.

Bayesian trees constructed of the 16S rRNA gene and *trnL* segments supporting topologies (A) cactus 39, (B) cactus 2, and (C) cacti 39 and 2 in the 16S-*trnL* Saguaro analysis. Posterior probability (PP) values equal or over 0.75 are shown on the branches. Thick branches have PP equal or greater than 0.95. Specimens having a Class II-type *trnL* P6b region are marked black, a *Collema*-type Class I P6b region red, and a *Nephroma*-type Class I P6b region white on red background.

(EPS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Specimen information.

List of specimens used in the study including collection information and NCBI GenBank accession numbers for the sequences. The sequences generated for this study are bolded. The collector and voucher information is presented only for newly generated sequences.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Data set of *rbcLX*, *nifV1*, *rpoC2*, and *trnL* from O\'Brien *et al*. \[[@pone.0131223.ref031]\].

The numbering follows the numbering of the original Supporting Information [S1 Table](#pone.0131223.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in O\'Brien et al. \[[@pone.0131223.ref031]\]. The \'Identical *trnL*\' column refers to the identical *trnL* sequences in the 16S rRNA gene--*trnL* data set.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Results of the SplitsTree and GARD recombination tests.

P is the p-value of the PHI-test and RC the number of rate classes used in the GARD analysis. KH refers to Kishino Hasegawa test and \* in the end of the row indicates that the GARD analysis stopped before convergence. 16S refers to the 16S rRNA gene.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### *trnL* P6b region secondary structure reconstruction.

ID tells the taxa in which the P6b region is present. The secondary structure reconstruction and calculations were made with a sequence where two nucleotides outside the region were included in both ends, and in the ones marked with the \* six nucleotides from the beginning and seven from the end outside the P6b region were included to ensure the correct folding \[[@pone.0131223.ref017]\].

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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